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Why does Man seek freedom 

If he lacks the creativity and zest required to change his way of being and his world? 
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Summary 

 

Why does Man seek freedom? 

 

 

Happening 1. The freedom to choose one's name, religion, race and sex. 

A pregnant woman is torn by regret. She pleads not to give birth to this baby girl who is bound to 

become, like her mother, a slave in whose world the sun never rises. 

The story of the mother and her baby is told disjointedly, trapped inside a mechanism of social 

conventions. 

 

Happening 2. The freedom to use the treasures of natural resources. 

A young girl steals the Fire out of recognition that it belongs to the people. She suffers the 

consequences.  

Attendants of a lavish aristocratic soirée are made at once attracted and disdainful by the girl‟s 

audacity. It is after all their fire. 

 

Happening 3. The freedom to express a political opinion. 

She has gone missing. 

A woman suspected of having helped her escape is interrogated by the regime.  

A group of rebels declares her as the leader of the Resistance. 

A girl is convinced that she is her mother. She joins the search.  

 Does she even exist? And 

  How close to the sun can a butterfly be before she burns? 
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Happening 1. The freedom to choose one's name, religion, race and sex. 

 

Delivery room. 

 

Chorus. 

 

When the contractions started, my husband grabbed the bag that we had packed in advance. I 

grabbed the camera. 

We got into the old car. 

It had just been fixed at the garage so that it could reach the hospital.  

It was past midnight.  

The roads were clear. 

When we came off the bridge and onto the highway, the old car died at once. 

Without a notice, not a cough of warning. The car just died on us like that. 

We couldn‟t get it to start.  

We got out of the car. My husband looked down the empty road.  

The contractions grew more frequent, but I turned the camera up to the sky and my husband 

asked if it was really time for me to take pictures.  

I asked him to help me find butterflies, because I couldn‟t see any; perhaps they were hiding 

away from the war, or else their time to come had been before. As we were looking for 

butterflies in the sky, a taxi screeched and stopped beside us. 

The driver came out, pointed up and told me to take a picture of the butterfly. It is celebrating 

your daughter‟s birth. 

How did he know I was going to have a daughter? 

He drove to the hospital like a madman.  

At some point on the way he looked at me and blurted, when it comes to butterflies, I can never 

tell if it‟s a boy or a girl. 

 

Baby girl. 

 

If I had a voice with which to call after my echo,  

I would tell my story to anyone who‟d listen. 

 

I was told that my mother enjoyed herself when she conceived me, with the tall man, or the fat 

one, or the one whose neck was scarred, or that other guy whose cheek was charred. I was told 

that mother enjoyed herself with all of them men, and that the meeting between the semen and 

the ovum which had proclaimed my coming-forth was, too, a meeting of copious joy, so I was 

told.  
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Mother and Tithonus. 

 

Let 

Let the 

Baby to-be 

Let her be 

free before she 

sends her head out or her butt 

Let the baby to-be be before she 

is made into  

a slave inside whose world the 

sun would never rise re lease the 

baby while she  

is swimming in the womb re 

lease her while she‟s pulling the um 

bilicial cord re lease her while she‟s 

still smiling without  k n o w i n g 

freedom‟s limits r e l e a s e  her while 

she‟s yet to know a thing like  in de pendence 

 

 

Tithonus: They exist be cause of sex, but they‟re scared to get un dressed. 

     They are strangers to each other, but they wonder when the world estranges them. 

Mother: Fall in love with me. 

Tithonus: They broadcast that hu manity is one, 

     But for every infant that is born they make a cage of butt erflies. 

Mother: Fall in love with me. 

Tithonus: They cry to darkened skies to make the sun come up again, 

     But they don‟t re member that the flame up in the sky, 

     Burns just as well inside the soul. 

Mother: F a l l  i n  l o v e  w i t h  m e .  

 

Baby girl. 

 

If I had a voice with which to call after my echo,  

I would tell my story to anyone who‟d listen. 

 

Inside the womb, 
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I swam in the pool, pulled my string about amidst the limpid water and didn‟t miss a thing,  

Isn‟t it strange that when a fish is born it turns into a butterfly? 

Back then they still weren‟t expecting me to speak. 

 

Mother. 

 

Let let let the   ba  by girl be 

While she‟s still innately free don‟t 

force her first breath into a 

state religion race or gender let her 

be before you give her a 

name before you give her a 

name even if you name her 

Ja-nis J-oplin without heroin „cause 

Ja-nis J-oplin without heroin is 

just Ja — Jo 

Just like Sarah Kane without psychosis is 

just Sa Kae 

So please be fore 

you name her 

Let her 

Let the baby who‟s to-be- 

Let her be 

 

Mother and Tithonus.  

 

Tithonus: you‟re easy prey for fire. 

Mother: they wouldn‟t listen to my story otherwise. 

Tithonus: You think you can precede the inevitable.  

Mother: Pick me up only after they‟ve made an icon out of me. 

Tithonus: You‟re not on any of my lists.  

Mother: I can hear you. 

Tithonus: That doesn‟t mean a thing. 

Mother: I can hear y o u . 

Tithonus: That doesn‟t mean a thing. 

Mother: Fall in love with me. 

Tithonus: I can‟t. 

Mother: Don‟t turn me down. 

Tithonus You make a mismatch of yourself. At once beauteous and slain. 
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Mother: I‟m on my way to be a butterfly forever. 

Tithonus: No such thing. 

Mother: I can hear you. 

Tithonus: You‟re still resisting even though— 

Mother: Free Tibet Tibet Free Free Ti— 

Tithonus: Tibet.   That‟s too far off. 

 

Mother: I can hear you. 

  I  c a n  h e a r  y o u  

I can feel you. 

 

Chorus. 

 

There was a time when jokes would be inscribed on wraps of chewing gum. 

The right to liberty is a natural right of every human that is born. 

No one, no state, no government, no political or commercial entity whatsoever has the right to 

impose objectives on the individual person. The individual is not an instrument. The individual is 

free by virtue of being human. 

          Here‟s another joke. 

In each of us there is a light. Our responsibility is to shine through it. Your turn. 

 

Baby. 

 

I was flesh inside the flesh of the one who was to give me birth 

Then the world around me shifted— round and round and round it moved, until a gush of water 

came, then a spin, then an irresistible wave that thrust me to the open crevice of the cave, after 

which I lost m— I lost my echo, 

I felt the world around me beginning to erupt— ginning to erupt, 

from the warmth of womb unto the fright of the outside— cry of the outside, 

Is it freedom after birth or condemnation to a race— ace, 

It‟s a race— ace, because after the eruption all around- ruption all around, 

There was suddenly an orbit of orderless emotion. Joy pleasure pain envy love— or love and 

then  

I saw him, or you, it was unclear whom in fact it was I saw - was I saw, 

Were you even there, you— an angel of death or of life or one who hunts us butterflies, 

And whether you were there at first or not you then were there no longer, and I wanted to cry out 

loud like any newborn baby would, but i lost m— i lost my echo.  

 

Mother and Tithonus.  
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Mother: I can hear you 

  I  c a n  h e a r  y o u  

 I can feel you 

 My world is moving within me— within me I surf 

 Amidst flakes of feces and streams of blood— reams of blood 

 Foreshadowing the fetus that fights to stay inside— ights to stay inside 

 Stuck right at my body‟s gape and I can push no longer- onger 

 Take me now for I can‟t breathe and I no longer want 

 For I regret for I don‟t want to have her for 

 She will become like me a slave inside whose world the sun would never rise 

 Take me take her take us both and let‟s get it over with I choose the 

Tithonus: Death‟s liberation vs. life‟s incarceration. 

Mother. Choice is made. Do it. 

Tithonus: It‟s too late. 

Mother: I hereby undo you her and myself. Undo. Go. Fade away.   I can hear you.  

Tithonus: What would you give for your baby to be free? 

Mother: My heart. 

Tithonus: I‟ll take your heart out. 

Mother: Take it. 

Tithonus: Could you live without a heart? 

Mother: Fall in love with me.  

Tithonus: I‟d have to take my wings off. 

 

Chorus.   

 

In 1781, The slave-ship Zong made its way from Africa to the Caribbean Islands. The captain 

gave an order to throw 132 chained Africans into the ocean, because they suffered from disease 

and malnutrition. They were considered unqualified freight. The shipowners sued the insurance 

company asking for compensation. The slaves‟ killing was not considered murder. The Zong 

lawsuit was a milestone in the struggle against Britain‟s slave trade, and since that day it has 

been altogether different… Not anymore, well… 

 

Baby. 

 

Don‟t force my first breath 

into state religion race or gender let me 

Be before you give me a 

name before you give me a 
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name even if you name me 

Ja-nis J-oplin without heroin „cause 

Ja-nis J-oplin without heroin is 

just Ja — Jo 

Just like Sarah Kane without psychosis is 

just Sa Kae 

So please be fore 

you name me 

 

If I had a voice with which to call after my echo, 

If, like the echo, I had an angel‟s wings 

I‟d be able to survive the longest of them nights, 

To quake up from the underworld unto the street above, 

To dance with open vessels, in bare skin, to glow and flow therein, 

If I could tear my mask apart,  

The sun would rise upon my heart. 

 

 

Happening 2. The freedom to use the treasures of natural resources. 

 

An Aristocratic Soirée. 

 

Have you seen the audacity of this little girl? 

 

The names had all been down for weeks, the seating „round the table had been counted in 

advance, on the vintage maroon sofas that were set around the rite, the male-to-female balance 

worked for swaps of different types, in which the eyes were either blinded or uncovered, in order 

to allow for licking among strangers, in order for the yells to be of deepened pleasure, ample 

rigor in the planning guaranteed a perfect level even among servants, who all were light-weight 

shining with a sculpted silhouette and a six-pack and a couple standing breasts, on the women 

that is, yes? These are lower-class servants who could use some money on the side, it‟s a way for 

us to regularly serve the society we pride, yes? I mean we aren‟t only made to taste the tableful 

and bodies-full-of flavors, we also see the lesser, and thus we share because we care. 

But the fire? THE FIRE? 

 

Nevertheless I think that if the hosts were to invite that vile vermin of a girl 

 

I think we‟d express wonder but only deep inside 
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I think we‟d struggle for the hosts because we‟d be repulsed by her 

 

Only this was not the case because she wasn‟t invited. 

 

You saw them coming in one after the other, politicians, businessmen, security officials, and 

other fashionable figures, a network of infinite potential, just like the prestigious of premieres in 

the best playhouse on Broadway, where all arrive to rub themselves against the darkness and the 

light, to rub against some culture, to rub against whatever‟s there to rub her in and him as well 

and just after the hors d‟oeuvre, once off we took the ties and blouses and the shoes— once we 

gently had redeemed ourselves politely from those hassles, out went our distinguished host into 

some secret storeroom, and back he‟d come and bear none else but the bespoken suitcase, just so 

as to make us warm as we‟d take off our trousers. 

 

Can you smell the audacity of this girl, or is it the rotten skin that‟s reeking?  

 

I can‟t remember how the entrée‟s bleeding meat found its way into my mouth 

I recall a sole spaghetti extended from my lips into the mouth of my wife‟s friend 

I have no recollection of the moment before for I‟d been drinking, and I am not acquainted well 

with whiskey  

I do remember the host leaving with a smile and then returning 

 

Just like you, we adhere to our morals but even morals have their limits and when the host came 

back without a smile, his face was shocked as if he‟d lost his genitalia, and then he said that the 

suitcase with the Fire wasn‟t there, that he had checked over and over again and asked the 

hostess to check as well but she couldn‟t find it either, only then did he call up the servants then 

the standing army then the auxiliary forces then the central intelligence office, he also launched 

the secret units which returned with none else but that girl who‟d ought to have been sleeping at 

that hour instead of being witness to games for adults only, this young soul which soon may find 

herself in need of unaffordable therapy, this thief was holding the Fire Suitcase. 

 

You know her mother‟s face, she‟s the cleaning lady of the concert hall downtown. 

Her father was one of the workers that died on the day the CEO was rescued from the 

scaffolding‟s collapse onsite the upper-bridge construction.  

There she was, standing in the center of our living room, red-eyed slum girl with the Fire 

Suitcase clasped onto her chest.  

We didn‟t quite know whether to laugh or hold it in or rather to continue with the eating and the 

fucking for the problem was evidently solved.  
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Can you hear our moans of pleasure, or are they those of hers in pain as the eagle pecks her 

liver? 

 

—We need the fire because it‟s cold and the sun doesn‟t come to warm us, so many of us down 

there need the fire 

So she said and we were silent for we could not believe she spoke. 

And silent we stayed as we saw her red friends through the windows coming to support 

Like a herd of red ants following their queen and she is but a girl 

like a demonstration of alliance that threatened all social conventions moral codes and the 

profitable system 

— Everyone has the right to be warmed by the fire— not just those with roofs above their heads 

and six courses for dinner 

So she said and the herd repeated after her 

— the fire belongs to us all, the fire belongs to us all 

And we felt as if the plague and the boil and all the epidemics were crawling up our feet 

— the fire belongs to us all 

so she said and they repeated after her. 

 

I think I said it was just a stupid children‟s game, she was young and thus convinced she was 

playing Cops and Robbers 

This is naiveté, I think I laughed, her face was ingenuous all over 

Kick her lightly with the heel and land her back into reality 

But she held onto the suitcase close to her heart and she wouldn‟t let go of the Fire and her 

friends they were drawing near the windows till the host let out the signal 

 

The outside forces drove away the illegal gathering with guns tanks and helicopters, the inside 

servants retrieved the suitcase from the girl, dragged her up to the tower‟s rooftop, stripped her 

naked and tied her feet and hands like they do to bedsheets in hotels, and we moved our little 

party to the roof, opened up the suitcase, warmed ourselves with good-old Fire‟s flames, and 

watched the eagle house-pet as it pecked away her liver and restored the principles on which all 

of us were bred. 

 

 

Happening 3. The freedom to express a political opinion. 

 

1. A Criminal. 

 

—Obey. 

 — Ok. 
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—Tell us. 

 — What? 

— Where did she go? 

 — 

—Where did she go? 

 —I don‟t know. 

—You helped her. 

 —No. 

—You‟re here because you helped her. 

—You know what the penalty for helping is. 

—You better not. 

—Better not. 

—Obey. 

 —Ok.  

—Tell us. 

 —What? 

—Where did you meet her? 

 —I don‟t know her. 

—We saw you with her. 

 —It was someone else. 

—You were with someone. 

 —Yes. 

—Whom you then helped escape. 

 —Whom I then left. 

—Where did she go? 

 —I don‟t know. 

—There are people searching after her on every street. 

—In every airport and train station. 

—When we find her she will tell. 

 —She won‟t tell about me. I was with someone else. I don‟t know h e r. 

—That is what you say.  

 —It‟s the truth. 

—It‟s the „truth‟ you choose to tell. 

—To yourself and to us.  

—A story that puts your world in convenient order.  

—In order to avoid punishment. 

—You know the penalty for „truth‟ that turns out to be a story, don‟t you? 

—Daylight for you will become a distant memory. 

—You think well over what „truth‟ you‟d like to tell. 
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 —I‟m cold. Let me put my clothes on. 

—Let‟s handcuff her and see. 

 

—Obey. 

 —Ok. 

—Tell us. 

 —What? 

—Did she run off to be „free?‟ 

—She doesn‟t know what‟s waiting for her there. 

—Perhaps she went „underground.‟ 

—Joined the „Resistance‟. What say you? 

 —Maybe. 

—Now we‟re talking. 

 —About what? 

—You‟ve just begun negotiating.  

 —I have nothing to give you. 

—Oh you‟ve quite a deal to give. 

—Meanwhile we‟ll be satisfied with a clear answer. 

—A woman doesn‟t just turn into a butterfly and begins to wing her way toward the 

 sunrise.  

—She must be somewhere. 

—Did she run off or join the „Resistance‟? 

 — 

—Ran off or joined? 

 —I guess one of the options— 

—Which one? 

—Indicate it with your head.  

—Ran off or joined? 

 —If she joined the Resistance, I would understand. I‟m also no longer subject to   

     your laws.  

—Why didn‟t you join her? 

 

 —It hurts. Untie my hands.  

—Let‟s blindfold her and see. 

 

—Obey. 

 — 

—Your words have been recorded. 
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—Your words will be added to your indictment.  

 

—But yours is small. 

 

—She‟s the one we‟re after. 

 —I don‟t even know what she‟s done. 

—You don‟t? 

—It‟s all over the papers, on television, online, in every mouth and ear. 

—Everybody knows. 

 —I don‟t. 

—Now you‟re getting sassy. 

—You‟re making us take further steps. 

—If we were to touch her breast — 

—Like we do yours — 

—Against her will — 

—Would she take pleasure — 

—Or see it as abuse? 

 —She would spit in your faces. 

—Go ahead, spit. 

—Spit. 

 —I don‟t dare. 

—Let‟s cover her ears and see. 

 

—Her breast is vibrating.  

—A vibrating breast means an „intellectual‟ woman. 

—I bet she‟s fond of „the arts.‟  

—Maybe she‟s an „artiste‟ herself. 

—An „actress‟. 

—That would explain it. 

—Those are the most treacherous kind. 

—They use you and go on. 

—She‟s an „actress‟? 

—Evades our grip by changing character?  

 — 

—Is she worth the price you‟re paying? 

—Answer us.  

 

—Let‟s see. 
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—We‟re giving your mouth a gap, a chance to breathe. 

—Breathing is everything. 

—Less than that is nothing. 

—We only ask for one thing. 

—That you appreciate that. 

—It‟s a splendid time to be alive. 

—For you and for her. 

—Now obey. 

—Tell us. 

—Where is she? 

 

 

2. The Resistance Leader 

 

Record 

 

—This is the league of justice— in the name of democracy.  

—We are the Underground Resistance. 

—She has ceased to obey.  

—And thanks to her— 

—So have we. We‟re no longer afraid. 

—We will no longer yield out of habit.  

—We will no longer be silent. 

—For years we had been silent. 

—During those years she chose not to speak. 

—To take the pain and suffer from within. 

—To tear her fucking skin off — 

—To shed her own blood and never make a sound. 

—She believed in you. 

—We all did. 

—Until our eyes were opened.  

—It didn‟t happen all at once— 

—But sure enough. 

—You incited cousins one against the other. 

—Then you drove a wedge between a sister and her brother. 

—Then you told a mother lies about her son — 

—Whom in fact you sent to your godforsaken war 

—So that you could go on savoring your fucking casserole of meat 

—Then she said “no more.” 
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—And vanished.  

—You have fifteen minutes to let her go. 

—Let her — 

 — Let her — 

  —Let her — 

   — G   O — 

—In the name of democracy.  

—We started with the rotten institutions that slowly scorch our skin.  

—Making cash out of every groan of our pain. 

—Once we‟re through with the internal banking network, we‟ll proceed to take down that of the    

regime. 

—If even then you don‟t unchain her —  

—We‟ll black out the entire grid. 

—We sabotaged your fucking Stock Market to make our point crystal-clear. 

—She is our beating heart. 

—She spurts the blood in our veins.  

—Her shout sets all of our heads upright —  

—Against your shitty fascist regime. 

 

Pause 

 

—Fucking or shitty — 

—Well they‟re almost synonyms.  

—Fucking comes from fuck, shitty comes from shit. There‟s a difference.  

—Our story would be more diverse with both included.  

—Our story needs to be consistent.  

—She would favor the verbal variety.  

—She would favor concision.  

 —I think she‟d ask which word would have a greater impact in the long run.  

 

Record 

 

—This is the league of justice — in the name of democracy.  

—The Underground Resistance.  

—You failed to set her free.  

—So we took down the FUCKING internal network of your governmental ministries. 

—You have five minutes to let her go. 

—No more than — five minutes. 

—You better hurry. 
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—Your ads are screaming through the screens that — 

—It‟s a splendid time to be alive. 

—This is the only life she‟s got — 

—You see — 

—She is still prone to— 

—Be in — jail — 

— 

—Five minutes — do you hear — 

—Until you let her go — 

—If you don‟t — 

—Let her — 

 — Let her — 

  —Let her — 

   — G   O — 

—In the name of democracy — 

—We‟ll black out the entire — 

—Fucking grid —  

 —How would we send messages without the power grid — 

 —How would they receive our messages without the power grid —  

 —What do we do if they don‟t let her go even after the blackout — 

—If you don‟t let her go after the blackout — We‟ll smash storefronts and shop windows, we‟ll 

burn books, we‟ll set up explosives, we‟ll kidnap you and plant your limbs instead of trees.  

 

Pause 

 

—No violence, this is what she says.  

—It‟s the only thing they understand.  

—Here we are without disguise acting just the same as them.  

—The end justifies the means, this is what she means.  

—You are practically fantasizing the touch of her skin in the name of democracy.  

—You are practically fancying the taste of her lips in the name of democracy. 

—I‟ll show you fancy — 

—Yeah, let‟s go, show me all you‟ve got you— 

 

Stop 

 

3. Mother. 

 

—What are you doing here, kiddo? 
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 — 

—Speak louder. 

 —I heard you were looking for her. 

—What is she to you? 

 —I think she‟s my mother. 

—Why would you think that? 

 —Because I am on my own. Like her. I want to break free. 

—So do we. 

—So do we. 

—Bend down. 

 —Why are we on all fours? 

—Because we don‟t want to get caught.  

 —Who‟s after us? 

—Those who don‟t want us to find her.  

 

—What do we know about this kid? 

—She might expose us. 

—You don‟t like children? 

—What‟s the right answer to this question? 

—They are pure. 

—They have innocent ideas. 

—About what they want to be when they grow up. 

—I wanted to be an eagle. 

—That‟s a good line of work. 

—No commitment. 

 

 —Are we close? 

—It‟s impossible to tell. 

 —I‟m bored. 

—Tell yourself a story in your head. 

—It‟ll pass the time. 

 —In my head I have a question. 

—Go ahead. 

—Don‟t keep it to yourself. 

—Or you will never get a response.  

—Go ahead. 

 —How close to the sun can a butterfly be before she burns? 

∞  


